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JULIUS-K9® has been  one of the most successful  
companies on the European market of sport-, hobby- and service dog  
accesories for more than 15 years. During this time our company 
has become the leader brand in some of the states of the European 
Union. Our team has been working to create the perfect harmony 
between dog and dog owner in everydays and in work, even in the  
smallest details. The development, manufacturing and testing  
procedures of our products fulfil the European Union’s requirements.

Development: JULIUS-K9 Bt., Sales: K9-Sport kft.
Fás Street. 13-17.
2310 - Szigetszentmiklós
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2010 was a year of innovations for JULIUS-K9. The improvements on the K9-Powerharness (which was one of our most successful 
products on the market since 1997) exceeded all expectations.

The harness was redesigned close to perfection: improved comfort, safety and ergonomics with communicative appear-
ance. This successful product, which now is in its top form in function and design, is the best for pets and service dogs 
alike. Ready for light walks or serious actions, used in many european countries for domestic and professional purposes.

IDC® (INNOVA DOG COMFORT) is the perfect solution:
 ⇢ no more wrinkles on the harness or straps
 ⇢ labels can be read from any angle

1. The reflective chest strap on the IDC harness is placed lower on the chestbone, so it does not pressure the dog’s neck
2. The strap under the chest  is rectangular and sporty, the buckle is now at a higher point of the body, so it does not  

effect the front leg’s mobility
3. The saddle part of the IDC harness covers a smaller surface from the dog’s side
4. The label of the IDC harness is fixed diagonally, it gives a better visibility from any angle
5. There is a new, safer solution to close the handle on every IDC harness from size 0
6. There are flashlight holders next to the handle on every IDC harness from size 0 (one holder) and from size 1 to size 4 (two holders)

IDC® Innova Dog Comfort
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more infos: www.en.original-k9.de* registered by Hungarian Patent OfficeIDC® - 

▶Innovative design, sporty appearance ▶breathable, skin friendly inner lining ▶All Time Light® removable labels ▶reflective 
chest strap and edge protection ▶side bag fixing option ▶safely fixed handles ▶quality tested ▶ flashlight holders ▶▶▶▶



IDC-Powerharnesses are available in the following colors:

more infos: www.en.original-k9.de/idc-powerharness* registered by Hungarian Patent OfficeIDC® - 

IDC Powerharness

IDC
by JULIUS-K9IDC

by JULIUS-K9

IDC®-Powerharness, size 1-2-3-4
▶ Innovative design, sporty appearance ▶breathable, skin 
friendly inner lining ▶All Time Light® removable labels  
▶reflective chest strap and edge protection ▶side bag fixing  
option ▶safely fixed handles ▶quality tested ▶ flashlight holders  
▶6mm INOX ring ▶▶▶▶

IDC®-Powerharness, Size 0
▶Innovative design, sporty appearance ▶breathable, skin friendly inner  
lining ▶All Time Light® removable labels ▶reflective chest strap and edge 
protection ▶side bag fixing option ▶safely fixed handles ▶quality tested  
▶flashlight holders ▶▶▶▶

IDC®-Powerharness, size Mini
▶ Innovative design, sporty appearance ▶breathable, skin friendly inner 
lining ▶All Time Light® removable labels ▶reflective chest strap and edge 
protection ▶quality tested ▶▶▶▶

IDC®-Powerharness, size Baby
▶Innovative design, sporty appearance ▶breathable, skin friendly inner  
lining ▶All Time Light® removable labels ▶reflective chest strap and edge 
protection ▶quality tested ▶▶▶▶



Side rings
IDC®-Powerharness SR

▶ Label fields were replaced with side rings to secure the dog in the car or to pull sled. The handle on the back helps to hold or lift the dog. Warning! If your dog is off leash, close the handle!

IDC
by JULIUS-K9

Colors:

IDC®-Beltharness

▶Ergonomically optimized, size fitting lines 
▶Phosphorescent, removable side labels 
▶Proved on tensile tests ▶Extremely safe, 
closable handle with Velcro ▶▶▶▶

IDC®-Beltharness in different colors
▶size:  Mini-mini, mini, 0-3

IDC®-Powerharness  Side rings
▶ Innovative design, sporty appearance  
▶breathable, skin friendly inner lining  
▶All Time Light® removable labels  ▶reflective chest 
strap and edge protection ▶side bag fixing  option  
▶safely fixed handles ▶quality tested ▶ flashlight holders  
▶6mm INOX ring ▶▶▶▶
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Multifunctional IDC dog vest
Multifunctional swimming vest with removable floating foam pads. A great help for swimming, 
and useful for lifting the dog, because the foam pads are practical for pressure distribution 
(rehabilitation vest). If you remove the floating foam pads from their packets, you will have a 
neoprene jacket, which protects your dog from the rain, wind and cold. As a swimming vest it’s 
practical help for hydro-therapy – with reducing or increasing the number of the floating pads 
you can change the level of excercises. With a strong handle and a ring for the leash it’s easy to 
control or hold the dog. Highly recommended for those dog breeds (English and French Bulldogs) which 
are more challenged in swimming due to their physical abilities. 
Dog vest is supplied with two foam pads (for the chest and back part).
Available in four sizes, the foam pads can be ordered even separately.

3in1

IDC® neoprene dog jacket

TPP-2013 dog harness

It offers effective protection on the cold days. The soft, waterproof, elastic material of the IDC 
neoprene dog jacket fits the body of the dog tightly.  Its excellent thermal insulation ca-

pability is guaranteed by thousands of tiny air bubbles embed-
ded in the neoprene material. It is a comfortable wear for dogs. 
Its phosphorescent and reflective elements ensure high visibility.  

It is very simple to put on: by means of two strong Velcro fasteners on the 
chest and under the belly.

The world’s easiest dog harness to put on. You just make two little movements and 
it is neatly stretching along your dog’s chest, being gentle on the neck area 
while walking on a leash and ensuring an even pressure on the chest. 
It is the best solution for your daily walk. Don’t forget to pick 
a luminescent (reflective or phosphorescent) side label for it. In 
addition to ensuring a safe walk, you can also spice up your own and any 
passer-by’s life with it. One word about the prices: they are unbeatable!!!

1. a dog harness and a high visibility vest in one
2. you can put it on and take it off quickly and without stress
3. unlike a collar, it is gentle on the neck area
4. a replaceable Velcro label can be fitted to each side
5. unbeatable price/value ratio

An upgraded version of TPP “walking” dog harnesses of 2006
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One of the spring seasons new products 
in 2012 are the labels with different  
countries national flags. They can be  
easily fixed on the label field of any K9- or  
IDC-Powerharness models.

National flag labelsWish

For any type of harness 
you’ll get a fluorescent  
JULIUS-K9® label for 
free. It’s easy to re-
move the brand label 

and replace it with an  
another one, so you can  

order from more than 1000  
different Velcro labels, and change it 
as you wish.

With a ‘wish label’ you can make your harness unique. 
You just need to find it out and to put it on the har-
ness! The ‘wish labels’ (they can be fixed with Velcro) 
are available only with white letters.

Standard 
    labels

You can find the complete list here: 
www.en.original-k9.de/logolist

You can order unique labels for the following harnesses:
• IDC-Powerharness, Baby1, Baby2, Mini-mini, Mini, size 0 (110 x 30 mm)
•  IDC.Powerharness, size 1-4 (160 x 50 mm)
• IDC-Beltharness, Mini-mini, Mini,  size 0 (110 x 30 mm)
• IDC-Beltharness size1-3 (160 x 50 mm)

--------------------------------------
• K9-Powerharness, Baby 2, Mini-mini, Mini, size 0 (110 x 30 mm)
• K9-Powerharness size 1-3 (160 x 50 mm)

Reflective LED light

Reflective LED-light for Julius-K9 harnesses: it makes 
your dog visible from distance even in the dark.  
It’s waterproof, needs a coin cell battery, easy to turn 
on and off without opening it. Can be adjusted with 
Velcro to the harness’ label field. Due to the flashing 
LED-lights and the reflective surface you can keep your 
eyes on your dog even in complete darkness. Works in  
low-power, energy saving mode.

Phosphorescend + reflective = All Time Light®
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Julius-K9 was the first company in Europe which had products - dog harnesses, protective equipments and clothings - for dog owners and  
professional dog trainers under the K9 brand. The company, which became well-known because of its dog harnesses, introduced some innovative technical  
solutions. In 2001 the manufacturer got the right to use ‘Power’as a prefix for the harnesses which have been used with excellent results in real action 
situations by the Austrian police and fire service.

▶ÖKO-TEX inner lining ▶reflective chest strap ▶steel ring on the middle, 
diameter: 4 mm ▶phosphorescent Velcro labels / Julius-K9 ▶Anti-Catch  
System ▶heavy-duty buckle ▶flashight holders ▶sidebags ▶▶▶▶▶

K9-Powerharness, size 1, 2 & 3K9-Powerharness, Baby

K9-Powerharness, size 0
K9-Powerharness, Mini

The JULIUS-K9 Powerharnesses

The K9 Powerharnesses were developed in 1997 for professional use for 
service dogs. But the general public discovered these practical and durable 
harnesses soon, so they became really popular worldwide. The original K9  
harness is a status symbol, a multifunctional ‘talking’ product and a visibility 
vest all together.

The most important harness accessories:
Removable side labels: more than 1000 standard labels and unique labels. They 
have informative and entertaining functions at daytime and visibility function at night.
Side bag fixing: side bags are practical for carriyng documents or treats. Due to the 
special 3+1 fixing method some bags are suitable for bigger weights too.
Flashlight holder: Small flashlights can be attached to the harness, which help 
tracking the dog in the dark. These are essential for search and rescue excercises.
‘Y’-belt: the special Julius-K9 chest straps can be fixed with Velcro and allow fixing 
different types of pressure distribution pads.
The best known is the so-called ‘Y’ belt and its enhanced versions: the IDC chestpad 
and the ‘I’-belt.

K9
POWERHARNESS

K9-Powerharnesses are available in the following colors:
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Universal sidebags for every size of IDC® harness. It’s an ideal solution for keeping documents, cell phone or small accessories of therapy 
work in safe. It’s waterproof and easy to attach to the harness - by Velcro on the sides and by special oval rings to the chest strap.

Put the metal oval rings to the chest strap (you should open it for this), and then you can attach the small Velcro parts of the bag to the
rings. The bag will be fixed safely this way.
Oval ring size: baby-mini 30 mm, 0-4 sizes 50 mm. Available in pairs, with phosphorescent Julius-K9 Velcro label (110x30 mm) and
rings in two different sizes.

Harness accessories Harness accessories
Universal sidebag

Flashlights for IDC harnesses

Herbal pad for IDC® dog harness
with calming, anti-stress effect or with insect repellent, anti-parasite effect

Side bags

IDC
by JULIUS-K9

IDC chestpad is a practical solution for walks, work, travelling or for dogs which 
have a tendency to escape from the harness. Can be attached to the 
chest strap with Velcro.

The side labels of K9 harnesses look cool even on side bags. Side bags  
contain reflective parts as an innovation. To avoid accidents these bags have  
streamlined shape toward the direction of moving. Recommended for  
carrying dog clothing, training equipments, treats, documents, etc.  
Made of water-repellent material.

It does not contain any chemicals, doesn’t cause allergy.
Herbal fragrances of the insect repellent pad help keep away flies, 
mosquitos and ticks. Herbal fragrances absorbed through the dog’s 
skin into the circulation system and have an anti-parasite effect. 
Adhesive to the inner liner of an IDC harness.

Practical accessories for IDC harnesses from size 0 to size 4. The size 0 has one flashlight 
holder, which is located on the outer side of the handle. On the harnesses from size  

1 to size 4 there are two holders, one on the outer and one 
on the inner side of the handle. In any case the weight 
distribution is optimal.

IDC®-chestpad

Flashlight for IDC harnesses

IDC®-chestpad

Herbal pad for IDC® dog harness

NEWNEW

Side bags
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RESCUE

▶placement of transverse straps has been  
improved to perfection ▶optimalized  
handle placement and shape ▶water-repellent  
▶pressure distribution material ▶buckles on the 
abdomen and chest

For dogs who became temporary or permanently
disabled. The shoulder part and hip part (front 
and back piece) are also available separately. 
The front part is also usable as a comfortable 
harness. Made of German, Swiss and Austrian 
materials, by small manufactures of EU

Descending- and carrier harness

Blind guide dog harness
▶Blind guide dog harness ▶Light aluminium 
handle ▶practical quick release  
▶adjustable straps ▶heavy-duty 
buckle ▶reflective chest strap 

neon
red

neon
white 
red

Special harnesses by JULIUS-K9

The IDC-Power Light harness is primarily developed for service
dogs in real action. This harness contains basic equipments 
like anti-catch ring tie, side labels and special parts 
for good visibility. For search and 
rescue work or for action we 
recommend to use it with  
IDC -chest pad. 
Available in red and neon.

IDC-Power Light

New featuresNew features

Hip area

Shoulder area

Rehabilitation harness
by

JULIUS-K9
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For jogging, nordic skiing or careless walking – with free 
hands.Padded belt with reflective stripes, leash and quick releaser. 
Made of soft, comfortable material. The full length of the leash is 1,9 
m. In order to protect your hands and waist, 
the leash is available with 3 different 
strengths of inside rubber .

Jogging leash
▶ Available in three different strengths de-
pending on the dog’s weight:  
10-20 kg, 15-25 kg and 25-70 kg.

Jogging belt
▶ Available as a loose product too. If there 
are any other family members who would also 
like to use it, it would be more practical to 
order not just one, but more.

Quick release
▶The quick releaser is especially preferred by service 
dog owners, because it’s easy to let the dog free in a 
couple of seconds. It can be attached to a  
40-50 mm wide belt or to the jogging belt.

Jogging belt bag
▶K9 bag for K9 jogging belts with two pockets for any 
small objects, so it’s big enough for any type of smart 
phone. Size: 12 x 16 cm

JOGGINGSET
K9Sport
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IDC® caoutchouc leash

IDC® Lumino leash

▶a special combination of rubber and leather-like plastic ▶light 
and unbreakable ▶comfortable to hold ▶durable, elastic, water-
proof and does not slip ▶weight capacity up to 130 kg ▶▶▶▶

▶a special combination of rubber and leather-like plastic ▶light 
and unbreakable ▶comfortable to hold ▶durable, elastic, water-
proof and does not slip ▶weight capacity up to 130 kg ▶▶▶▶

IDC® leash
▶phosphorescent ▶available with or without handle  
▶different length and width ▶durable, comfortable and  
practical ▶25 mm-the strongest from our leashes 
▶▶▶▶

▶traditional, strong leash made of full leather ▶real  
saddler masterpiece ▶comfortable grip, durability  
▶available in various lenghts and widths
▶▶▶▶

Leather leash

The new
®

LUMINO
leash is available from

2013

This leash was made of strong but soft-touching textile. 
The special combination with rubber ensures the optimal 

grip to lead the dog. It’s practical even in rain or 
wet conditions - for walks, sport activities or 

trainings.

Super-grip leash

JULIUS-K9 standard leashes
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The collar is glowing 10-40 minutes depending on 
the lenght of charging time in natural or artificial 
light. The neon color is bright even at daylight, and 
the black cow leather liner on the inner side gives a 
good background to it. This product is waterproof, 
wrinkle- and UV-resistant, tested on load tests.

IDC® Lumino fluorescent collarCollars

A special combination of textile strap, 
covered by 2mm thick fat leather 
and sponges for pressure dis-
tribution, resulted an extra 
soft but very strong leather 
collar - with a tested static 
loading limit above 400 kg. 
Elérhető 2 féle méretben.

ECO-leather collars

IDC luminous collar
A simple but practical collar 
made of strong, easy-to-clean 
material, with tested heavy-du-
ty buckles. It contains special flu-
orescent threads and has a reflective 
logo, for the perfect safety and good visibility 
of the dog. It can be used with any type of leash, 
but of course the most harmonic and elegant 
combination is with an IDC leash. 
Elérhető 3 féle méretben.

K-9 collar with handle and safety lock
K9 collar with handle and safety lock. This new version 

of classic collars has some innovative solutions for  
making everyday life and dog owner’s work better. 
With closable handle on the middle you can hold 

and lift your dog safely, without risking any injuries. 
It has a heavy-duty buckle and safety lock for perfect 
security. Due to its material it is easy to clean and 
will not deform. It is easy to fix any label to the Velcro- 

covered surface - so from now on your dog can wear 
cool labels not only on his harness, but even on his collar. 

NEWNEW

K-9 collar fényvisszaverő csíkkal
Kialakításában- és funkcióiban megegyezik a felira-
tos változattal, azonban itt a nyakörv teljes hosszában 
jólláthatósági vényvisszaverő csík került. A csat biztonsá-
gi rögzítővel erősített, a fogó tépőzárral rögzíthető.

K-9 collar

Kialakításában- és funkcióiban meg-
egyezik a feliratos változattal, azonban itt 

a nyakörv teljes hosszában jólláthatósági 
vényvisszaverő csík került. A csat biztonsági rög-

zítővel erősített, a fogó tépőzárral rögzíthető.
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Toys and tugs
IDC fluorescent ball
▶A long-lasting toy for the perfect motivation
▶an ideal bouncing ‘prey’ ▶diameter: 60 mm
▶made of silicone ▶for puppies and adult dogs
▶▶▶▶

Leckerlie Rohr
▶Light and strong ▶extremely durable ▶long
lasting ▶▶▶

IDC Caoutchouc ball
▶IDC Caoutchouc ball made from natural
rubber with a well-fixed heavy-duty string. The  
closable handle protects the dog of injuries 
which can happen if the dog steps into the 
loop. ▶▶▶▶

Aqua Food Dummie
▶This toy helps to show your dog that playing
in the water is fun. You can fill the small bag 
with dog food and close it with zipper. ▶▶▶▶

Yankee Map
▶Multifunctional motivation toy ▶treat bag
▶practical help for improving basic bite skills
▶on one side with a removable tug ▶on the
other side you can fill the bag with dog food 
▶closable with Velcro▶▶▶▶

Treat tug with Velcro
▶Material: cotton/nylon ▶durable ▶comfort-
able wide handle ▶with elastic nylon inner 
lining ▶▶▶▶

Treat-bag
▶Made of light and durable materials. The
perfect balance between cotton and nylon 
gives a long term usability. Available in differ-
ent colors. ▶▶▶▶

T O Y S  &  T U G S

new
multifunctional

toys
2014

* registered by Hungarian Patent OfficeIDC® - www.en.original-k9.de/toys
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Leather muzzle POLICE 
▶ Developed specially for service dogs, for protective works. This handmade muzzle has a metal 
strenghtening on the most used surfaces. It has neoprene liner over the nose, which makes it 
comfortable for the dog. The muzzle also has safety buckle and a quick releaser, so it’s extremely 
easy to remove.

Leather muzzle - strong
▶ A closed muzzle made from strong cow leather (4 mm). It’s the best protection against bite
accidents, but it’s breezy, and designed by the basic needs of the dog. It’s ideal for service dogs,
working dogs or sport dogs, but it’s useful even for a stronger pet. Available in three different
sizes, for middle-sized and big dogs.

Leather muzzle - light
▶ This light leather muzzle is made of 2,5 mm thick fat leather straps.
It is light and soft, ideal as a first muzzle for your dog. Available from mini to middle size.

Leather muzzle - extra strong
▶ Traditional, strong leather muzzle, a real saddler masterpiece. Material: black bull leather,  
5 mm. Available from medium to large size.
Recommended for service dogs as well

Leather muzzle - half opened
▶ A practical training equipment for service dogs. It’s well-fixed and has an inner liner at the
nose for the optimal comfort of the dog. It’s ideal for protection trainings, recommended for bite
work on protective clothes.

Muzzles

› Leather & Metal

Metal muzzle

▶ Specially designed for the Austrian and Hungarian   
service dog units. The padding at the nose is made 
of breezy or closed  cell-structured material, which is  
protecting the dog from injuries and infections. ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶
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Our T-shirts are available in great variety in size and color, 
so it’ll be easy to find the perfect one for you. Light and 
practical clothing for any type of sport activities, or you 
can wear it even on weekdays. In addition to the unisex 

round neck version there is a collar version for gentlemen 
and a V-neck version for ladies. The roundneck and collar 

models are made of 100% cotton, comfortable and breatha-
ble. The V/neck model is made of a soft and elastic material, 

95% cotton and 5% elastane. All of our T-shirts are with 
K-9 logos on the back and chest.
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Available colors:

T-Shirt

FAMILY
Julius-K9 clothings

for MEN
2014

Julius-K9 Polo Shirt

for WOMEN
with V-neck

Julius-K9 T-Shirt

for KIDs
new in 2014

Julius-K9 Pullover

for the 
whole
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A water repellent and scratch resistant belt bag made of the material of the 
known Julius-K9 training vests.
Maximum usability is ensured by an outer pocket equipped with a K9 zip 
fastener, and a document holder inside the large storage pocket.
The volume of the large storage pocket of the bag is 1.5 litres.
The colour of the outer, UV resistant polyester material is black.

A water repellent and scratch resistant belt bag made of the ma-
terial of the known Julius-K9 training vests. Maximum usability is 
ensured by an outer pocket equipped with a K9 zip fastener, and 
a document holder inside the large storage pocket.
The volume of the large storage pocket of the bag is 1.5 litres.
The colour of the outer, UV resistant polyester material is black.

K-9 sports sack

NEW!NEW!
NEW!NEW!

Practical for travelling or for trainings.
Made of strong, durable material.
Washable in washing machine at 40 
degrees.

K-9 belt bag

Treat bag
with draw string

the new releases
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Jogging clothes 
with K9 logo

K-9 Units pullover

Soft-Shell jacket

K-9 dog sport vest

K-9 Units cap

K-9 windjacket

K-9 Units 
winter jacket

Clothing

K-9 Units waterproof trousers

K9 clothing is a very  popular sports-
wear not only for dog owners. Every 
product of this group has been made 
from the best high quality materials, 
according to our customer’s need. The
closable, practical pockets, removable 
trousers legs and all of the other useful 
innovations are for the perfect comfort 
feeling of outdoor activities.


